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1. 1NTROI)UCTION

Let X be a vector space of finite dimension
and let 9I = hom,(X,
on X.
states

X) be the algebra

For z and p; in ‘u, the well-known
that,

if p- commutes

with

with r, then y is a polynomial
the commutator
whenever

+I,

mapping

that

1% 12, 141.)
The converse
for wz3
motivated

by

endomorphisms

between

rv, if c@,

integer,

it is known

(See

result m = 1 is clearly

valid.

Thus

of

= 0

of this result has recently

is not
the

valid.

collection
qfl,”

However,
paper

P,(T)

= 0.

also

[9];

This

depends upon the concept

endomorphism.

of the relationship

theorem
commutes

v E F(z).

of identifying

of P,(z)

that

= qt -

p? such that pd,“l = 0 whenever

below, the description
and semisimple

An extension

of the extension

problem

centralizer”

In other words, in terms

for wz any positive

of the classical
the

“double

endomorphism

+lZm = 0 implies

2, the converse

field F,

space) endomorphisms

?I + $11given by+l,

Specifically,

~fl,,~ = 0 whenever

every

in z over F.

il,:

= 0, then p E F(t).

been considered.

n over an arbitrary

of (vector

is

of all

As is shown
of a separable

we are lead to an investigation

such endomorphisms

and higher-order

com-

mutators.
2.

CHARACTERIZATIONS

OF SEMISIMPLE

Let ,u be the minimum

polynomial

AND

SEPARABLE

of z in ‘u.

ENDOMORPHISMS

The endomorphism

t

is said to be semisimple provided that ,u is the product of distinct irreducible
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polynomials,

and is said to be separable

ible factors
example,

provided that each of the irreduc-

(i.e., has a nonzero

of ,U is separable

derivative).

(See, for

[15, p. 6793.)

LEMMA 2.1.
(i)

Let p’

be the derivative of the minimum

Then the following

of z in a.

-r is both semisimple

(ii)

polynomial

p

statements aye equivalent:
and separable.

p and p’ aye relatively prime.

(iii)

,u’(t)

is invertible.

Since p = ?tiT1 * * . nkrk implies

Proof.

3tjr’), and since an irreducible
ative uY-%L

polynomial

$

=

Cp=,

r,~,‘~-i

3ri’(njti.

n divides both ~tr and its deriv-

if and only if either Y > 1 or both Y = 1 and 7~’ = 0, it is

clear that yi = 1 and 7ci’ # 0 for each i if and only if ,U and ,u’ are relatively
prime. The lemma is now a consequence
v over F, v and ,U are relatively
We shall on occasion abbreviate
and separable

with

Next, for il,:

of the fact that, for any polynomial

prime if and only if v(r) is invertible.
the statement

that r is both semisimple

z is S.S.S.

‘u + 3, given by @,

by induction

on the positive

In particular,

if F is of characteristic

= 91” -

integer

~47, it is easily established

m that

prime 9, then, for m a power of p,

vLne= PQ
Also, for any polynomial

f with coefficients

in F, it is easily established

that

cpAz2 = 0
where f’ is the derivative

implies
of f.

STAFF,,= f’(t)(pA,),
[lo, p. 4871.)

(See

Finally,

let K(d,m)

denote the kernel of Aam and let R(A,)
of A,.

(See

[3, Vol.

for some sufficiently
LEMMA

2.2.

Then K(A,)
Linear

Algebra

large integer

r.

Let z and o be in ‘u such that c is semisimple and separable.

E K(A,,)
and

I, p. 155].)

= Urrbal K(A,“*) denote the radical
By Fitting’s lemma, R(A,) = K(A,‘)

Its

implies
Ap@ications

X(A,)

G K(A,).

4( 1971).
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Proof.

First,

r is in K(_4,).
this implies
be the

let K(4,)

That

by induction

minimum

,u’(G)(@~);

on $9~that

polynomial

by induction

by the definition

of R(il,),

(It is of interest

to compare

for arbitrary

If

it follows that

and 4,

G K(d.“).

~4.~

on wz that

the conclusion

commute ;

Second,

= 0, then

let p

0 = @le(,,)

=

K(A,“)

Finally,

G K(A.).

follows from these two results.

this proof with the analogous

result

in [8]

rings.)

of ‘u is PZ, the dimension

of A,2 in this
LEMMA

4,

2.1 that PA,, = 0. That is, K(Ao2) c

It is well known that if 7 is cyclic,
subspace

Hence

K(drm)

of U.

this implies by Lemma

this implies

K(A.);

S’mce t is in K(d,),

G K(d.).

is, z and G commute.

then the dimension

of X.

of K(A,)

We now determine

as a

the nullity

case by the following

2.3.

Let ,u be the minimum $olynomial

then the dimension

of K(Az2) is the dimension

of t in ‘u. If z is cyclic,

of K(A,)

~1~s the nullity of

p’(t).
Proof.
each

Since r is cyclic,

element

let X be generated

of X is of the form

coefficients

in F.

If x{(z) = xg(t),

4, and f’ -

g’ = ,u’g + pq’;

xi(t),

hence xh(z)(f’(t)

is well defined.
collection

Indeed,

Next,

by x relative

with

g = ,~g for some polynomial
-

g’(t))

= xh(t),u’(z)q(z)

=

That is, for each xh(z) E Ker p’(z),

xf(z) -xh(t)f’(t)

it is clear that Al&E !!l. Furthermore,

if K’ is the

of all such P)~, then xh(t) H Q;&is a (vector space) isomorphism

of Ker ,u’(r) to K’.
implies

X +X;

Thus

then / -

0 provided xh(t) is in the kernel of p’(r).
qh:

to z.

where f is a polynomial

In particular,

xh(r) = (5rt)pIL = (xt)~,

the mapping

is injective

since plh = pB

= xg(t).

For, by direct computation,
qhAr =
- h(z). In particular, ~~4,~ = 0 and K’ E K(Az2). Also, if P)~E K(A,) fl K’,
then 0 = q+A, = - h(t) and pIL = 0. Finally, suppose ~1E K(Ac2). Since
X is cyclic with respect to r and (pA,)A, = 0, it follows that pA, = - h(t)
for some polynomial h, with 0 = pd,,,, = p’(z)(rpA,) = - ,u’(t)h(t);
in
other words, xh(z) E Ker p’(z).
Consequently,
since pArc,, = f’(z)(pA,)

K(Az2) = K(A,)

and xv = xg(z)
xf(t)u

@ K’.

for some polynomial
= x$+(t) -

xf’(t)(YAx)

and v = g(r) + Q)?~,where g(t) E K(A,)
LZZCOY A@bva

g,
= %(4f(4

+ xh(t)f’(t)

and P)~E K’
alzd Its Ap~lzcalions

4(1971),
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The conclusion

of the lemma is now evident

We now state

and prove

THEOREM

suppose

it follows that K(d,)
Conversely,

t is S.S.S.

By use of Lemma

E K(dZ2) c R(d,)

suppose

direct sum of subspaces,

s K(d,).

K(dZ2) = K(d,).

let ri be the restriction
polynomial

the minimum

K(dZL2) = K(dZ1).

2.3,

a

polynomial

the nullity

such

,U of r.

of ,u’(z~) is

by Lemma 2.1, ,Uand ,u’ are relative-

and z is S.S.S.

COROLLARY

2.1.

and only if R(d,)
We remark
Theorem

on one of these subspaces

by Lemma

Therefore,

into

and cyclic with respect

of zi is the minimum

Thus,

zero and ,u’(ti) is invertible.

2.2 with o = r,

Let X be decomposed

that

ly prime

facts.

That is, K(dZ2) = K(d,).

each of which is invariant

to z. In particular,
Clearly,

from the preceding

= K(d,).

First,

Proof.

IIOBlNSON

The endornor$hism T is semisinz@e and separable if and

2.1.

only if K(d,2)

W.

and separable if

= K(il,).

at this point that there are, of course, other ways to prove

2.1.

polynomial

The endo~zo~~hism t is semisimple

One way is to introduce

of r.

Since

to this technique,

3. SEPARABLE

the splitting

some of the problems

we have

preferred

ENDOMORPHISMS

AKD

field of the minimum

below are not amenable

to avoid it here.

HIGHER-ORDER

COMMUTATORS

We begin with

LEMMA

3.1.

The endomorph&n. z in ‘u is separable if and only if there

exist in ‘u a semisimple

and separable (T and a nilpotent p such that t =

(r + p with po = op. In this case, o and p are uniquely determined and each
is a Polynomial
Proof.

in T with coefficients

If t is separable,

p are well known.

then the existence

(See, for example,

S.S.S. (T and nilpotent

polynomial

Linear

Its Applications

and

of cr.

and uniqueness

[15, p. 6791.)

p exist such that

be the minimum
Algebva

in F.

z = G + p and po = op.

Since

J/1971),

of c and

Conversely,

285-296
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for some polynomial
the minimum
irreducible
imum

factors

and p is nilpotent,

the irreducible

of z are separable.

endomorphisms

the semisimple

arguments,

of r divides some power of ,u. Thus,

of ,U are separable,

polynomial

The unique
tively,

Y in two commuting

polynomial

That

factors

is, r is separable.

c and p of this lemma

and nilpotent

since the

of the min-

are called, respec-

parts of the separable

endomorphism

r.
If z is a separable endomorphism

3.1.

THEOKE~~

C, then R(A,)

Since cr is a polynomial

Proof.

with semisimple part

= K(A,).

Zi(d,) G K(d,).

in r, it follows from Lemma

On the other hand, let p be the nilpotent

suppose 91 E K(d,).

Since t and p commute,

A, and A, commute.

from the fact

@I,, = 0, by induction

on k

which

that

is zero for k sufficiently

large.

That

2.2 that

part of t and

is, v E R(d,)

Thus,

and K(A.)

G

R(A,).
COROLLARY

index

m.

3.1.

If cp E R(A,),

Theorem

under

polynomial

4. INSEPARABLE

of prime

LEMZV~A 4.1.

extend

the assumption

that

p of t are linear.

ENDO~~ORPHISMS

If the endomorphism
essarily

then cpA,k = 0 for some k ,( 2m -

3.1 and its corollary

commutators
minimum

Let z be separable with nilpotent part p of nilpotent

the irreducible
(See

on higher-order
factors

of the

[7, lo].)

ANI) HIGHER-ORDER

r is not separable,

characteristic

known results

1.

COMMUTATORS

then the base field F is nec-

$J and we proceed

as follows.

Let F be of characteristic prime ~5. If t E ‘21, then there

exists a nonnegative

integer e such that xpe is semisimple
Linear

Algebva

and

Its

Applxations

and separable.
4(1971), 285-296
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Since R(d,) is the radical of d,, there is an e such that K(dzPe) =

Proof.
&‘(A,).

If @fG8 = 0, then ?A:,”

By Theorem

2.1,

In particular,

= 0 and therefore

tP” is S.S.S.
there is a nonnegative

If -cp’ is separable with semisimple

On the other

p E K(A,).
integer

That

part u, then R(A,)

and nilpotent

let p be nilpotent

and K(A.)

parts

2.2 that

of index

case above, pAk
#

In particular,

is, q E R(A,)

= K(A.).

in r@, it follows from Lemma
hand,

As in the separable

k.

= Q?d,@ = 0.

integer e such that rile is separable.

Let o and p be the semisimple

Since o is a polynomial
K(A.).

,P”

4.1. Let F be of characteristic prime $J and let z be in 3.

THEOREM

Proof.

@l

of z”‘.
R(A,)

= VA,” for every positive

c R(A,).

4.1. Let the conditions be as in Theorem 4.1 and let the

COROLLARY

nilpotent part of --cpebe nilpotent of index m.
for some k < (2m -

If q~E R(A,),

then PA,” = 0

l)j+.

4.2. Let d be the least nonnegative integer e such that -c@ is

COROLLARY

separable, and let cs and p be the semisimple and nilpotent parts of 8.
tpe is separable and F(~P”-~)
-clje is

semisimple

and

= F(o)

separable

and F(tp”)

= F(o)

whenever

rPe = &-’

+ ppe-‘,

commutes

&-’

with ppewd, &-’

S.S.S. and pan- is nilpotent.
Hence, by Lemma 3.1, rPe is separable,
rye = &--d IS S.S.S.whenever p” e-d = 0. Therefore,
by Theorem
endomorphism
F(t”“)

Lineav

Consequently,

that commutes

with ape-‘,

= F(o).

Furthermore,

if

since o commutes
G is a polynomial

pI1e--d= 0,

then

is
and
4.1,

with every
in cPePd and

tDe = opePd and

= F(a).

This
that

= K(A,pe_-d).

= R(A,)

F(o” ‘-‘)

Then

for every e > d;

Since z”~ = o + p and ap = po with o S.S.S. and p nilpotent,

Proof.

it follows that

K(A.)

E

m and suppose

completes

the proof of the corollary,

rpe is S.S.S. and F(9”)
Algebva

and

= F(o)

Its Applications

which

says in particular

for all e sufficiently

4(1971),
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COMMUTATORS

5. APPLICATIONS
we apply

In this section

The first is an extension
also

the preceding

of a theorem

results

to several

problems.

due to W. E. Roth.

(See

[lo];

[7].)
5.1. If f and g are polynomials

THEOREM
v E R(A,)

implies

3.1 that,

if (T is the semisimple

of g(t).

Thus,

Suppose
S.S.S.

Corollary

if p E I?@,)

Then

pA,k = 0.

2.1 that

where g(pe) is the

f(p) E K(d,,,J

prime 9.

By Lemma

polynomial

whose

condition

decomposed

coefficients

are,

is said to be primary

provided

polynomial.

4.1, let tPe be
implies

by

respectively,

the

its minimum

pol-

We now provide

for a set of endomorphisms

into a direct sum of primary

a

to be simultaneously

endomorphisms.

5.2. Let l2 be a subset of ‘u and let 0,

THEOREM

part

= R(~,,,J).

of g. That is, 9 E R(A,) implies f(p) E R(A,(,,).

is a power of an irreducible

sufficient

from Lemma

qArO,! = qAzkPe = 0, which
Hence

An endomorphism
ynomial

It is evident

then

QUA = 0.
reZ

pe powers of the coefficients

zero.

part of t, then g(o) is the semisimple
= K(d.),

F is of characteristic

Suppose

in F, then

f(q) e R(A,J.

Suppose F is of characteristic

Proof.

with coefficients

be a nonempty subset

of Q. If p E R(A,) for every p E Q and every z E Q,,, then there exist subspaces
X,,
0,

. , X, of X such that X = Xl 0.

* * @ X,,

each Xi is invariant fmder

and the restriction of each elzdomorphism of Q, to each Xi is primary.
Proof.

If the minimum

polynomial

of every endomorphism

a prime power, then the conclusion

is trivially

Otherwise,

is not primary,

there is a t E Q, that

Xes, where ei,

K(ASj).
Xcj

and X = X&i @ * . . @

. , F,~are the primary idempotents

[3, Vol. II, p. 1321.)
by hypothesis

Since .sj is a polynomial

q E R(A,),

Therefore

of r is invariant

of z. (See, for example,

in z and is s.s.s., and since

it follows from Theorem

p commutes

with

ej and

under q~. If the restriction
Linear

Algebra

and

of fJc, is

valid for k = 1 and X = Xi.

the

5.1 that

e, E R(A,J

primary

of each -c E 9,

Its A$plications

=

component
is primary

4(197l),

2X5-296

on each XE~, the proof is complete.
restriction
repeated

to some component

a finite number

This theorem contains
Lie algebras.

(See

compare

[13]

also

as a special case an important

result on nilpotent

It also includes

‘11, Theorem

Lemma

3 of [l];

11.

The converse is not in general valid.
field, X have basis {x,,

can be

of X is finite, repetition

of times leads to the desired conclusion.

14, pp. 40-411.)
and

there is a T’ E D, whose
and the argument

Since the dimension

on this component.

of this argument

Otherwise,

is not primary,

For example,

let F be the rational

x2}, and the set 9 = Q, consist of the two endomor-

phisms,
xi t, x.&

r:

Since the minimum
ii2 the

xy I> -

x,;

polynomials

of these endomorphisms

1 and A* ~ 2, both of which are irreducible
conclusion

of the theorem

is trivially

over F, then the converse

let such a decomposition
assumption

be given,

that the characteristic

and the restriction

Xi.

field,

for X = Xi.

polynomial

of the theorem

Hut

of z is completeis valid.

and let a, E Q and z E Q,.

Indeed,
Under the

values of r belong to F, t is separable

of the semisimple

on each component

are, respectively,

over the rational

satisfied

P $ Wl,)
= K(A).
However, if, for every r E Q,, the minimum
ly reducible

?c:! “X,.

x, 1P2x,,

v:

part of r is a scalar transformation

Thus v commutes

with the semisimple

part of

T and cp~ R(A,).
In particular,
rational
obtain

if F is taken

field in the preceding
a decomposition

to be the complex
example,

of X that

field rather

than

we note that it is impossible

meets

the required

conditions

the
to

of the

theorem.
Next,
classical

we consider

some

results

theorem : q~commutes

that

with r if and only if p is a polynomial
[5, p. 5361, or [16, p. 1061.)

are related

to the

with every endomorphism
in z.

(See

In other words, p E K(d,)

following

that commutes

13, Vol. II,

p. 1131,

whenever 17E K(A,)

if and only if 97 E F(t).
The first

result

THEOREM 5.3.

to be given is the following
Let z and 9 be in ‘u. If F is of characteristic zero, then

let G be the senzisiw@le part of t.

If F is of characteristic @Gne 9, then let

~1~’be separable with senaisinz@e part cr. Then 91E R(A,) whenever 17E R(A,)
if and only if p? E F(o).
Linear Algebra and Its A@lications
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This

theorem

is a corollary
Let the conditions

LEMMA 5.1.

statements
(i)

q~E R(A,)
9 E F(o).

(iii)

9 E K(d,)
Let

Proof.

whenever

q E R(A,).

whenever

q E K(d,).

‘p E R(d,)

whenever

polynomial

in G by showing

idempotent

that

r,

commutes

it follows

that

v E Ii@.).

But,

U.

suppose

Second,

with a;

5.3.

be as in Theorem

Then the following

aye equivalent:

(ii)

with

of the following

(See

= R(d,).

91 E K(A.);

that

ever!

hypothesis

that

is, cp commutes

with

that

commutes

and the fact that

9 commutes

with E. That

That

and suppose ‘7 E R(d,).

is, since q commutes

in 0, it follows that pi commutes

(iii) obviously
result

implies

with g

with “/Iand ~1E K(d ,).

(i), the proof of the lemma

is complete.

is the following
Let F be of characteristic

THEOREM 5.4.

be an integer,

by

i Zgain, by hypothesis

3.1 and 4.1, q E K(A.).

A related

pl is a

(ii).

and gois a polynomial
Since

tllat

since G commutes

endomorphism

Next, to show that (ii) implies (iii), let p EF(o)
By Theorems

show

First,

requires

C onsequently,

= K(/l,).

We

with G and with

[2].)

which

crE R(d,),

F is an idempotent

p E R(A.)

is, (i) implies

11E R(d,).
q commutes

with G.

since IS is s.s.s.,

then 8 E K(d,)

t: is s.s.s.,

that

zero OYjvime

and let r and y be in ‘u.

Then

p > n, let m > 2

the following

statements

aye

equivalent:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

rpE K(d,)

whenever

cpE K(dnm)
YEI?

whenever

The implications

P’roof.
Moreover,

q E R(A,).

whenever

since X(d,)

q E K(AZnZ).
~EK(A~~).
(i) implies (ii) and (ii) implies (iii) are trivial.

= K(A,)

whenever

17 is s.s.s.,

it is also clear that

(iii) implies
(iv)
Thus

q~~Ek’(d,) whenever

we complete

restrictions

~EK(A,~)

and r/ is S.S.S.

the proof of the theorem

on the characteristic
Liwav

of F,
Algebva

by showing,

that
and

(iv) implies

Its d~~licatzolzs

under the given
(i).
4(1971), 2X6-296
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D.

Now, given F to be of characteristic
minimum

polynomial

a, where

a EF.

We first consider

parts

polynomial

(See,

zero or prime p 3 n, since the

of z is irreducible

for example,

of [9] it is known that

in F.

(iv).

Thus, if cr and p are the semisimple

in

and nilpotent

of t,

where Y is the index
v = /(a);

hence,

of nilpotency

by Lemma

is also invariant
the restrictions
and G to Xj,
generality,

Xj

under cp = f(z),

z is irreducible
vector

to Xj.

property

Thus,

under

Since

follows.

(iv) holds for

if it can be shown

and of degree s.

Consequently,

with minimum

without

polynomial

V,

In this case cr has minimum

of index Y. Since t is cyclic,

t

each Xi

where pj and ~~ are the restrictions

r to be cyclic

JI and p is nilpotent

each is invariant

and primary.

it follows that

then the conclusion

assume

actually

(i) is satisfied.

such that
is cyclic

of the endomorphisms
p, = f(oj),

We now show that

property

rj of t to Xj

this requires

fT-l(4f’-l,

in cr we recall that X may be decomposed

sum of subspaces

and the restriction

of p.

5.1,

To show that p is a polynomial
into a direct

every

and let q satisfy

p = f(r) is a polynomial

p = j(0 + p) = I@) + f1(a)p + . . . +

that

or

and of the form

[17, p. 651.)

the case where -c is separable

By the first theorem
cp with coefficients

ROBINSON

of r is of degree at most n, either z is separable

~3 = n and the minimum
;1n -

W.

of v
loss of
where

polynomial

there is an x such that

of X is of the form

xg(t) = xg(o + p) = q(o) + -%,(o)p + *. . + %-1(+-l.
That

is, X is spanned by the YS vectors

therefore
By

this set is a basis of X.

direct

A(/?-

1) . . . (2 -

property
0

computation,

=

(Y -

(iv), ‘pd, = 0.
x(p6

-

6pj)

and, since {&pi}
0.

But,

611, = 1)).

=

That

of X.
Lzncar

6 has

xcripj km>
j&pj.

minimum

is BAT2 = 0 and

polynomial

6 is S.S.S. and,

by

Therefore,

x(/If+

+

2f2(4p2

+

. . . +

is a basis of X, /i(o) = 0,2j,(o)

(y

-

= 0,.

l)fT-l(4P’-1)~

. , (Y -

1)/,-i(o)

=

zero or prime p >, n. 3 r, /i(a) = 0,

., /?-i(o) = 0 and pl = f(a),

Next, let p = n and let J.0 of t.

p, and

since F is of characteristic

f2(o) = 0,.

{xoipi10 < i < s, 0 < i < Y}, and

Let S E ‘u be given by 6:

as was to be shown.

a be the irreducible

minimum

polynomial

Since z is cyclic, there is an x such that (x, XT,. . , xrDpl} is a basis
Define the endomorphism
_4lgrbra

and

Its A@lications

6:

xzj +pjxrj

4(1971),
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and let o = 8 + ~8.

By

ENDOMORPHISMS

AND

direct calculation

6A, = -

A@ -

(p -

1) . * * (A -

(0, both

Thus sAZz = 0 and

z.

1)) is the

Thus

are S.S.S.
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minimum

property

~r)i(,~= 0. Also, since

polynomial

(iv) implies

and w. But this requires q~to be a scalar endomorphism
This completes
it is clear that
property
part

the proof of the theorem.

the properties

of t or cp is simply
It is also of interest

of the field cannot

p < n, and let t be nilpotent

the restriction

Indeed
of index

is, (iii) is satisfied.
let [~2l

On the other

be given by

rn = pe 3 n, it follows

that

hand,

5‘: x +,x,

prime

1%and cp = ~1’.
but not (ii). For, if qAZ2 = 0,

2, ~13,~ = VA, fl = 0 and p = rp E K(d,)

since p 3

of X,

on the characteristic

let F be of characteristic

First, if m = $8 > n, then (iii) is satisfied
then,

to the

in the semisimple

endomorphism.

to note that

be relaxed.

6

from the proof

are also equivalent

and p is a polynomial

a scalar

6 and

with both

and (i) is satisfied.

Furthermore,

of the theorem

that either z is separable

of both

q commutes

G R(A,);

that

with {x, xz,. . , x-c~-~} a basis

xzj -0,

j = l,...,

rrn = 0 and [0,7n = [A,,

< is S.S.S. and pA, # 0, it follows that PA,”

n -

1. Since
But,

= 0.

since

# 0 and (ii) is not satisfied.

Second, if m < p, then (ii) is satisfied but not (i). For, if qAZm = 0, then
But
rid, = Y&
= VA, p = 0; that is, ~JA,m = 0, and (ii) is satisfied.
c as given in the preceding paragraph does not commute with v = TV,
yet,

since

r is nilpotent,

We now conclude
P,(r)

c E X(fl,) ; hence

(i) is not satisfied.

this paper with an identification

of endomorphisms

p such that

p E K(Ag”)

of the collection

whenever

q E K(AZm).

5.5. Let z be an endomorph&m and let m be a positive integer.

THEOREM

If F is of characteristic zero and CTis the semisimple part of t, then PI(z)
F(z)

and P,(t)

= F(o) for m > 2.

e is the nonnegative

=

If F is of characteristic prime ~3 and

integer determined by ~5~-l < m < JY, then P,(z)

=

F(&).
First,

Proof.
conclusion
Lemma

5.1 and Theorem

Second,
integer
P,(T)
rAZPe
P,(t),

let F be of characteristic

is the classical

result
5.4,

P,(T)

let F be of characteristic

determined

zero.

mentioned

above.

If m = 1, then
If m 3 2, then,

the
by

= F(o).
prime ~3 and let e be the nonnegative

by pe-l < nz < PP.

By the second

theorem

of [9],

E F(t”“).
Conversely, let M E F(z”“) and suppose qA,m = 0. Then
= y&P” = 0. Therefore pA, = 0 and @l,,- = 0. That is, F(t”“) G
and the proof is complete.
Linear

Algebra

and

Its

A@lxations

4(1971),

285-296
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D. W.
It is of interest

0 and nilpotent
F(o).

That

if ~1~”1s separable

with semisimple

part

part p and ,~fl”-~ = 0, then by (ii) of Corollary 4.2, F(t”‘)

is, for all sufficiently

Finally,
special

to note that,

RORINSOS

we remark

that

cases of Theorem

large m, P,(t)

both

Lemma

=

= F(o).

3 and Theorem

2 of [6] are

5.5.
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